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BUSHY’S TT VILLAGE AT 
THE ISLE OF MAN TT RACES

For two weeks each summer world-class motorcycle 
racing takes over the entire Isle of Man. Jaw-dropping 
speeds. Heart-stopping turns. There’s nothing else 
quite like it on the planet.

The Isle of Man TT Races greet thousands of motorcycle enthusiasts and, 
each year, Bushy’s – the legendary local beer brand and brewery - is ready 
and waiting to show them (and the locals) the time of their lives. 

Bushy’s has become much more than a favourite brew amongst the crowds. 
It has become an institution. The Bushy’s brand and its lovingly-brewed 
beers are known by everyone – visitors, locals, teams, riders - as the iconic 
host of the biggest and best parties in town. 

Join Isle of Man-based events and sponsorship consultants Revel in 
partnering with Bushy’s to deliver yet another year of legendary live 
entertainment and celebration to the masses during TT 2019. 

Sponsor Bushy’s TT Village and become part of the legend.

DISCLAIMER: We revel in getting creative with our clients, sponsors and partners. But please 
be mindful that all ideas and content contained within this document and accompanying 
e-mails are the property of Revel Limited. By Copyright, this content should not be recreated
without our involvement or shared and discussed with any third parties.

PHOTOS : VanninPhotos

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
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THE ISLE OF MAN TT RACES
TWO HIGH-OCTANE WEEKS OF 
MOTORSPORT & ENTERTAINMENT

People from all over the globe have been 
flocking to the Isle of Man for the TT Races 
for over 100 years. They come for the love of 
the bikes, to catch a glimpse of their favourite 
rider, to cruise the course and – let’s face it – 
they come for the party! 

For a fortnight, the TT Races turns the Isle of Man 
into a melting pot of international motorsport 
enthusiasts and passionate locals. Bikers, teams, 
spectators and bucket listers from all corners 
show up to enjoy some of the fastest racing on 
the planet and a truly electrifying atmosphere. 

2018 was touted as one of the best TTs ever with 
sky high visitor numbers of 44,000 travelling from 
as far as Australia and Japan. The exceptional 
television coverage continues to fuel the profile 
and success of the event to meteoric standards. 
Hot on the heels of this success, 2019 is 
expected to continue this growth.

This winning combination is the perfect storm for 
any brand, company or organisation that wants 
to reach a diverse market of attentive, action-
focused consumers with disposable income and 
a true lust for life.

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
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BUSHY’S TT VILLAGE 

Bushy’s, the Ale of Man, is among the main 
purveyors of party at the TT Races and has been for 
decades. The Bushy’s legacy is synonymous with 
TT, and almost as iconic as the races themselves. 

Last year, Bushy’s introduced a whole new level of 
festival to record-breaking TT crowds with the launch of 
Bushy’s TT Village. For 14 days and nights, the festival 
village roared with action as thousands of elated locals 
and visitors enjoyed live music, delicious food and drink, 
a vibrant atmosphere, and so much more.

Located at the stunningly-situated Villa Marina Gardens 
on the bustling Douglas Promenade, Bushy’s TT Village 
has quickly become the place to go for a good time 
before, after and (for some) during the races.  

Bushy’s TT Village is a festival within a festival hosting 
live music gigs on the Main Stage both day and night 
and offering fresh artisan food and drink, branded 
merchandise and all the local beers, ciders, wines and 
spirits one could ever need. 

Footfall in 2018 far surpassed expectations with 
groups of enthusiastic spectators, bikers, teams and 
loyal residents immediately jumping on board, willing 
and ready to weave two-weeks of thrilling races with 
the unbridled revelry taking place at Bushy’s TT Village. 

Free admission, iconic bands, local musicians and 
an incredible selection of food and drink saw lines at 
the door throughout the fortnight. Bushy’s TT Village 
welcomed over 12,000 visitors on the busiest days alone 
and 120,000 across the full fortnight. 
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SPONSORSHIP 
AT BUSHY’S – 
WHAT WE’RE 
OFFERING
Events and sponsorship specialists Revel have 
teamed up with Bushy’s to offer a selection of 
partnership opportunities for those looking to align 
their organisation or product with Bushy’s, one of 
the Isle of Man’s most loved and recognisable TT, 
entertainment and motorcycling legacies. 

All opportunities are located at the Villa Marina, the 
iconic building set in an idyllic location overlooking 
Douglas Promenade and the Irish Sea. The setting 
provides the perfect backdrop to enjoy TT excitement 
away from the Grandstand, trackside and campsites, 
while still maintaining easy access to the course. 

Sponsorship opportunities are available for the entire TT 
fortnight and will grant your team members full access 
and use of superb space and facilities throughout the 
day and evening. Sponsor benefits and specification 
of packages are customisable to ensure the best fit for 
your team, guests and brand. Sponsorship at Bushy’s 
has been designed with return on investment and an 
exceptional team and guest experience at the forefront.

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk


HOSPITALITY HUBS
Premium locations along the Upper 
Colonnade of the iconic Villa Marina 
will be transformed into customisable 
hospitality suites providing the 
ultimate location to entertain teams, 
staff, VIPs, media and guests. These 
exclusive areas can be handed over 
turnkey to your style specifications 
or as a blank canvas with necessary 
infrastructure intact. Options are fully 
customisable and available at varying 
levels of investment.

AN IMPACTING BRAND PLATFORM
Optimum branding opportunities are available to partners 
wishing at amplify brand during TT. Bushy’s TT Village is the 
perfect environment to catapult national or Island-wide 
brand activations, to launch a product or drive your TT 
campaign to both a local and international audience. 

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES
Its electrifying atmosphere and guaranteed good vibes 
make Bushy’s TT Village the perfect location to wow 
guests, team and customers with an immersive and utterly 
memorable brand or product experience. Our team can 
support with a suite of bespoke event, production and 
catering services. 

BREATHTAKING 
ENTERTAINMENT 
Bushy’s impressive line-up of live acts 
promises something for everyone. Add in 
a stunning bayside location and special 
TT features including the legendary Red 
Arrows and Grand Finale Fireworks.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Partnerships at Bushy’s promise excellent results, whether 
your objective is finding the right TT space for your team or 
driving your brand to big numbers.
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
AT BUSHY’S TT VILLAGE
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Our flagship sponsorship opportunity offers premium 
brand positioning to a vast audience and sees you 
taking over our largest sponsored space – the top spot 
on the Upper Colonnade of the iconic Villa Marina. 

This exclusive hub will be located just above all the action 
with access to the main festival but also with an exclusive 
space takeover and privacy at the forefront. You’ll have 
ample space overlooking the magnificent Douglas 
Promenade on one side, the buzzing Bushy’s TT Village on 
the other and a perfect bird’s eye view of all the happenings 
across the dazzling Bay including the legendary Red Arrows 
and the TT’s Grand Finale Fireworks.  

Access to your base camp will be available all day and well 
into the evening, giving you ample time to host teams, clients, 
partners, guests, press and VIPs. The space is available as 
either a turnkey suite styled with all the bells and whistles, or 
as a blank canvas for you to make your own. Artisan hospitality 
options are available and feature the best local food and drink 
from across the Island.

HEADLINE SPONSOR

This option is fully customisable enabling you to make 
the most of your TT experience for your brand and team.

Partner benefits and specification are bespoke and include: 

• Exclusive access for team, VIPs and guests to Bushy’s
largest, customised sponsor space in the Villa Marina
Garden’s Upper Colonnade across 14 days and nights.

• Prime, elevated viewing across Bushy’s TT Village, the
Main Stage, iconic Villa Marina building, Douglas Bay
and Promenade.

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
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• Opportunity for your brand and team
to maximise on the Isle of Man TT
experience with a fully flexible space
for team and guest hospitality, team
work and planning, entertainment
and relaxation.

• Option to customise designated
space according to team and brand
specification, creating a fully branded
environment. Bespoke fittings and
features available.

• Premium branding opportunities
across sponsored space with
designated branding spaces facing
into the Gardens.

• Full access to a programme of
special features including line-up of
musical acts featuring well-known
bands and popular local musicians,
the legendary Red Arrows and the TT
Grand Finale Fireworks.

• Exclusive bar service and tailored
hospitality options available featuring
the best local artisan food and drink.

• Option to produce branded lanyards
and name badges for sponsor team
and guests.

• Press and interview space.

• WIFI for team and guests.

• Optional plasma screens available
for bespoke content.

Coverage and additional branding:

• Exclusive quote and press release
as Headline Sponsor of Bushy’s
TT Village 2019.

• Option to host exclusive events for
your team, partners and clients.

• Branding included on Bushy’s and
Revel websites.

• References across social media
campaign.

• Inclusion in photography and video
coverage.

Additional services available including: 

• Travel and accommodation.

• Transfers from Grandstand and
TT course.

• Viewing arrangements on TT course.

• Priority bookings for concerts at the
Villa Marina complex.

• Team and guest liaison.

• Press liaison.

HEADLINE SPONSOR (cont...)

COST on application or further discussion of specification and customisable 
options with Sam Jones at Revel: Tel + 44 (0) 7624 332903; sam@revelevents.uk

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
mailto:sam%40revelevents.uk?subject=BUSHY%27S%20TT%202019
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Sponsor the Bushy’s TT Village Main Stage and join a full 
line-up of live bands playing all-time classics and new 
numbers to crowds of international and local TT fans. 
Impacting brand placement over 14 days and nights will 
provide the platform to initiate full-blown amplification to 
large live audiences and countless fans online through 
social sharing. 

The Main Stage sees huge visitor numbers for the entire TT 
fortnight with a full house across Race and Practice Week in 
2018. Front and centre at the main stage for Bushy’s closing 
party is the place to be after Senior Race Day draws to an 
end, an optimal time and place to align your brand with the 
best and most visible celebration in town. 

Bushy’s TT Village 2018 saw an impressive 120,000 attendees 
over two action-packed weeks. This is an unmissable opportunity 
to position your brand prominently in front of TT’s largest crowds!

MAIN STAGE SPONSOR

120,000 
REVEL IN 
LIVE MUSIC 
& FESTIVAL 
VIBES

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
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Available as an exclusive or shared 
sponsorship to multiple brands.

Sponsor benefits include: 

• Premium branding opportunities and
prominent brand platform at the
forefront of Bushy’s TT Village 2019.

• Opportunity to maximise on large
attendee numbers across full TT
fortnight (120,000 attendees in 2018;
international and on-Island visitor
demographic; 30 impressive live
acts).

• Opportunity to customise the Main
Stage with styling and interactive
features inspired by your brand.

• Option to host sponsor space in the
Bushy’s TT Village VIP Hub.
Customisable hospitality options
available.

• Opportunity to meet band members,
Bushy’s team and VIPs.

• Press and interview space.

• WIFI for team and guests.

Coverage and additional branding

• Exclusive quote and press release as
Main Stage Sponsor of Bushy’s TT
Village 2019.

• Branding included on Bushy’s and
Revel websites.

• References across social media
campaign.

• Inclusion in photography and
video coverage.

Additional services available including: 

• Travel and accommodation.

• Transfers from Grandstand and
TT course.

• Spectating arrangements on TT
course.

• Priority bookings for concerts at the
Villa Marina complex

• Team and guest liaison.

• Press liaison.

MAIN STAGE SPONSOR (cont...)

COST on application; Available as shared sponsorship. 
CONTACT Sam Jones at Revel: Tel + 44 (0) 7624 332903; sam@revelevents.uk

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
mailto:sam%40revelevents.uk?subject=BUSHY%27S%20TT%202019
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FLEXIBLE SPONSORSHIP
Flexible in form and scalable according to your organisation's 
objectives, these versatile sponsorship opportunities will provide 
you with strategic brand exposure or product placement. 
Hospitality and space for private events or team outings can be 
included at varying levels to create a welcoming entertainment hub 
for your team, guests and VIPs to sit back and relax (or party with 
the best of ‘em).   

The Bushy's TT Village and supporting campaign provide partners with 
a versatile platform to activate and amplify brand. Businesses and 
brands, global or local, can take advantage of an exciting event 
platform, an engaged audience and broad demographic.  

Added to this, your team, clients and special guests will be able to 
soak it all up without missing a beat. Take advantage of a range of 
customisable hospitality and events spaces located on the Upper 
Colonnade of the iconic Villa Marina.  Enjoy unparalleled views across 
Douglas Bay, TT’s breathtaking fireworks and Red Arrows - and all the 
glorious buzz of the TT Village including the Main Stage.

GLORIOUS 
VIEWS 
ACROSS 
DOUGLAS 
BAY  

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
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• Prominent branding opportunities
and option to create a branded
environment on the Upper
Colonnade, facing onto the lively
Bushy’s TT Village.

• Opportunity to host a customisable
space for team, partners, clients and
VIPs over TT fortnight.

• Option to host exclusive events for
your team, partners and clients.

• Tailored hospitality options available
featuring the best local artisan food
and drink.

• Impressive viewing across Bushy’s TT
Village, the Main Stage, iconic Villa
Marina building, Douglas Bay and
Promenade.

• Full access to a programme of
special features including a line-up
of musical acts featuring well-known
bands and popular local musicians,
the legendary Red Arrows and the TT
Grand Finale Fireworks.

• Press and interview space.

• WIFI for team and guests.

• Optional plasma screens available
for bespoke content.

Coverage and additional branding:

• Branding included on Bushy’s 
and Revel websites.

• References across social 
media campaign.

• Inclusion in photography and 
video coverage.

• Scalable branding onsite inc. 
banners and site windows.

Additional services available including: 

• Travel and accommodation.

• Transfers from Grandstand and
TT course.

• Viewing arrangements on TT course.

• Priority bookings for concerts at the 
Villa Marina complex.

• Team and guest liaison.

FLEXIBLE SPONSORSHIP (cont...)
Sponsor benefits include: 

COST on application or further discussion of specification and customisable 
options with Sam Jones at Revel: Tel + 44 (0) 7624 332903; sam@revelevents.uk

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
mailto:sam%40revelevents.uk?subject=BUSHY%27S%20TT%202019
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Service numbers for Bushy’s TT Village 2018 soared with an impressive 250,000 pints 
poured and a staggering 120,000 visitors through the doors. As glasses sponsor, 
your branding will feature prominently alongside the iconic Bushy’s brand on plastic 
glasses that will wet the whistles of thousands of people during TT 2019. 

BRANDED GLASSES SPONSOR

Your logo will be front and centre across 
all drinks glasses served at Bushy’s TT 
Village, placing your brand directly in 
the hands of thousands revelling at the 
forefront of TT celebrations. 

Sponsor benefits include: 

• Align your brand alongside
legendary TT brand Bushy’s
across the full TT fortnight.

• Branding to appear on 250,000
pint glasses, positioning your brand
prominently across the Bushy’s
TT Village.

• Drinks in branded plastic glasses
to be served from an increased
number of bars for 2018 increasing
brand visibility.

• Option to create an immersive and
interactive visitor experience onsite
to drive brand presence.

• Option for onsite bars to stock your
product at the Bushy’s TT Village.

• Unmissable opportunity to maximise
on huge attendee numbers across
14 days and nights – 120,000 in 2018.

• Reserved seating for team or guests
at the VIP Hub across two dates
(numbers and dates dependent on
investment).

Benefit from promotional coverage 
of partnership including: 

• Pre-event promotion and press
releases for Bushy’s TT Village 2018.

• Social media promotion and
coverage.

• Announcements on Bushy’s and
Revel websites.

COST on application or further discussion of specification and customisable 
options with Sam Jones at Revel: Tel + 44 (0) 7624 332903; sam@revelevents.uk

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
mailto:sam%40revelevents.uk?subject=BUSHY%27S%20TT%202019
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Strategically position your brand or product right in the heart of Bushy’s 
TT Village and maximise on an electrifying atmosphere guaranteed to 
wow customers and team. The bustling festival backdrop is the perfect 
setting to create an outstanding and immersive showcase through 
product demos, customised merchandise and sample distribution. 
Bushy’s provides an unmissable platform to invite a vast international 
and Island-based audience to experience the best of your brand. 

IMMERSIVE BRAND EXPERIENCES 

A number of the highly sought-after 
locations are available including the 
centrally-located Villa Marina bandstand. 
Don’t miss this exceptional platform to 
activate or amplify a campaign, launch 
a product, drive sales and make an 
excellent return on investment across 
TT fortnight. 

Sponsor benefits include: 

• Opportunity to activate and amplify 
product and brand through strategic 
placement in the bustling Bushy’s TT 
Village and campaign.

• Prime position to distribute or sell 
motorcycles and other branded 
products, motorcycling accessories, 
drinks and consumables, fashion 
items and apparel, merchandise and 
customisable items for TT.

• Unmissable opportunity to maximise
on huge attendee numbers across
14 days and nights – 120,000 in 2018.

• Option to collaborate with Revel
team to produce an immersive or
interactive brand experience for
visitors of Bushy’s TT Village.

• Reserved seating for team or guests
at the VIP Hub across two dates.

Benefit from promotional coverage 
of partnership including: 

• Pre-event promotion and press
releases for Bushy’s TT Village 2018.

• Social media promotion and coverage.

• Announcements on Bushy’s and
Revel websites.

COST on application or further discussion of specification and customisable 
options with Sam Jones at Revel: Tel + 44 (0) 7624 332903; sam@revelevents.uk

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
mailto:sam%40revelevents.uk?subject=BUSHY%27S%20TT%202019
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Be the beacon that keeps the crowds at Bushy’s TT Village connected with visitor 
WIFI. You will receive primo branding opportunities with the chance to customise 
the WIFI interface on mobile to Bushy’s TT Village visitors across TT fortnight. 

CONNECTIVITY PARTNER  

COST on application or further discussion of specification and customisable 
options with Sam Jones at Revel: Tel + 44 (0) 7624 332903; sam@revelevents.uk

The option to install branded mobile 
phone charging units within the festival 
village is also available, opening your 
product to a vast local and international 
audience across the two week event. 

Sponsor benefits include: 

• Install WIFI at the Bushy’s TT Village
and receive premium branding
across the event.

• Feature your branding on the mobile
interface for Bushy’s TT Village,
opening your brand to mobiles
across a vast number of TT visitors
and Island residents.

• Install optional mobile charging
units in the Bushy’s TT Village and
take advantage of prime branding
opportunities.

• Opportunity to distribute
product information including
mobile phone credit and other
vital visitor information.

• Opportunity to create an immersive
and interactive brand experience
onsite to drive your brand presence.

• Reserved seating for team or guests
at the VIP Hub across two dates
(numbers and dates dependent on
investment).

Benefit from promotional coverage 
of partnership including: 

• Pre-event promotion and press
releases for Bushy’s TT Village 2018.

• Social media promotion and
coverage.

• Announcements on Bushy’s and
Revel websites.

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk
mailto:sam%40revelevents.uk?subject=BUSHY%27S%20TT%202019
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We are the creators of strategic event, sponsorship and 
marketing experiences designed to revel in. Revel is a 
specialist agency that delivers exceptional projects and 
enriching relationships in locations around the world.  

Our small team is backed by 40 years in the business, working alongside top 
international brands across sectors including luxury, lifestyle, sport, travel, hospitality, 
tech, entrepreneurship and the arts. We’ve had the pleasure of collaborating with all 
sorts of innovative organisations to create awe-inspiring events and sponsorships that 
deliver on the wow factor, as much as they do the bottom line. 

We design and deliver exceptional experiences for guests, customers and VIPs, 
with a guaranteed return on investment for our clients, sponsors and partners.

WE WANT TO 
REVEL WITH YOU

DISCLAIMER: We revel in getting creative with our clients, sponsors and partners. But please 
be mindful that all ideas and content contained within this document and accompanying 
e-mails are the property of Revel Limited. By Copyright, this content should not be recreated
without our involvement or shared and discussed with any third parties.

http://revelevents.uk/
http://www.revelevents.uk




CLIENTS, SPONSORS & PARTNERS 
a snapshot of the organisations we’ve worked with
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Join Revel as a partner of the Bushy’s TT Village and align your business 
and brand with an iconic brand at a legendary global event. 

(And have a bit of fun while you’re at it!)

+44 (0) 7624 332903  |  sam@revelevents.uk

revelevents.uk
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